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A functional-integral formulation is used to treat the quantum dynamics of a microscopic
model of a' Josephson junction, including the dissipative effects of quasiparticle tunneling.
The calculation is carried to a point where it makes contact with, and therefore substan-
tiates, recent work by Caldeira and Leggett in which the system is treated by analogy
with the quantum Brownian motion of a massive particle coupled to a phenomenological
heat bath.
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There is considerable current interest in the
theory of the quantum dynamics of tunneling be-
tween superconductors. The subject is topical
because it applies to the switching of supercon-
ducting quantum interference devices at low tem-
peratures, and also because it concerns a situa-
tion in which the quantum mechanics of a macro-
scopic variable- 'he phase of the order param-
eter "annot be decoupled from microscopic de-
grees of freedom, so that dissipation is an essen-
tial part of the dynamics.
In the pioneering work on this subject, ' the
phenomenological dissipation-free equation for
the phase variable of a Josephson tunnel junction




degrees of freedom and their coupling to the
phase are added to this Lagrangian; and quantum
mechanics is applied to the enlarged system.
Since the phase associated with a Josephson junc-
tion is not a classical variable, this procedure
raises conceptual questions'; in particular, the
mass and potential energy in I-, contain explicit
factors of h. Furthermore, the phenomenological
coupling to the environment leads to model-de-
pendent frequency renormalizations which re-
quire good judgment for their correction inter-
pretation. In Ref. 1, these renormalizations are
absorbed into the nondissipative zeroth-order
problem. However, in more recent work' such
effects are interpreted, we believe incorrectly
(see below), as having physical consequences. 4'
In this note, we construct a theory of the quan-
tum mechanics of the phase variable from a
microscopic model of superconducting tunneling.
We are able to clarify the problems alluded to
in the last paragraph. We obtain a result which
is somewhat more general than that of Caldeira
and Leggett; it reduces to their form when cer-
tain simplifying assumptions are made. Our
calculation produces the correct barrier against
phase fluctuations and contains no additional re-
normalizations, thus justifying the treatment in
Ref. 1. In addition, we cast some light on the
approximations inherent in ignoring quantum
fluctuations. Thus we make a beginning towards
answering the question' of the theoretical limit
to the accuracy of the measurement of 2e/h by
the Josephson effect.
We start from a microscopic model described
by the Hamiltonian
K= R~+X~+X~+X
Here X~ and X„describe the superconductors on
the left and right of the junction. Xq is the tunnel-
ing Hamiltonian, and 3C is the Coulomb energy
associated with charge transfer across the junc-
tion. Explicitly, we take
Here p, is the electron field operator for spin v, and repeated spin indices are summed over; JC„
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with Q~(» the operator for the charge in the left
(right) super conductor s, i.e.,
Q~ = e J d'x P~, t(x) y~ (x) .
To study the low-lying quantum states of this
system we calculate the partition function Z
= Tr[exp(- TX/k)], with ~ a real number with
the dimension of time. Divide 7 into a large num-
ber, N, of intervals. In each interval, express
the charging energy (4) and the parts of K~ and
K~ quartic in field operators as Gaussian inte-
grals. ' In this way, the partition function be-
comes a multiple functional integral:
Z = J XPhz, XRz SVTr(Texp[- J 'dt&, ff(t)/tt]1.
Here 4L and 4~ are complex functions of x and t, V is a real function of t, ' and all three are periodic
in t with period ~. The trace is still over the electron variables. T orders operators in time from
zero to ~. 3C,ff is obtained from the terms in (1) by the following replacements:
R~-(&~),ff =- &+ J d'x[6~~(x, t)gf, )(x)yff(x) +H.c.]+ —f d'x ~ af(x, t) ~'
[K is the first term in (2)]~ Ks (bC~)ef f in a similar way;
X,-(X,),« -=~V(t) [q, —q„]+-,'C V (t),
and X~ is unchanged. The definition of the measure in the functional integrals in (5) is contained in the
operations, described above, leading to their construction. Since 8C,qq is bilinear in electron opera-
tors, the trace can be done exactly. One obtains
Z = JS'b~S'hzSVexp(-8[6, , b,*, V] ) (8)
where'
dx lb~ ] Jb~ f ' 1-8 = Tr lnO ' - — + — dt —C V'.
gL Ea 0 2h
~-~'()(t-t ) 9,-'
fg
9~ (~) — -5 —+ V'+ p, (+) —V(t) f., —a~(„) 5(x -x ),et 2m 2
Here dx = 8x dt, and we have introduced a four-component electron space by adding the Nambu spaces"
of the left and right superconductors. In particular,
( 8, ' -2 &(t-t'))
(10)
f 0 ~()) (r 0 )
(0 -'*i
Note that we indicate matrices in the Nambu space of one superconductor by carets, and matrices de-
scribing both superconductors by underlines.
We expand the first term of (9) in powers of the tunneling matrix elements, namely the off-diagonal
parts of (10). Keeping the lowest nonvanishing term, we obtain
A A A A-8=-8L —8„——,'Tr 9 q 9 p— ~dt I——CV.
A 2 (13)
The third term, which we examine in detail below, contains the effects of pair and quasiparticle tunnel-
ing. The first two terms are the time integrals of the bulk free energies of the two uncoupled super-
conductors. If V(t) is set equal to zero and Af,
„
taken to be real, it is easy to identify the BCS free en-
ergies. Quite generally, we can make gauge transformations to make bf, and A„real, whereupon (11)
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becomes (for the left superconductor)
8~ '= -8 —+ahvE~ V+ + p ——v»'+ — 5 -e V T, -h~ 6(x -x') .Bt 2m 2 2 dt (14)
Here v»= -R(V'y~+eA/hc)/2m, if we allow for a vector potential. In (14) Z~ is now real, and -y~ is
the phase of A~ in (12). Expanding (14), and the similar expression with L -If, in powers of the elec-
tromagnetic potentials in this preferred gauge we get (for slowly varying potentials)
cPx 5 -eV + —,p~ V»
Bg
Above, N~(0) is the density of free electron states at the Fermi surface; and p~v» the supercurrent
induced by vE. Thus we see that bulk energies fix the magnitudes of L~ and b,
„
in (8) at their equilib-
rium values, and also pin Sy«~j to (+) e V." When these values are fixed, the multiple functional
integral in (8) is reduced to a single one, over y=-y~ —y„,and the effective action is given by the last
two terms in (13), the last term in (15), and a similar term with L -A. Working out the third term
in (13), we find it to be given by (with ~ v' ~' being the appropriate average" of tunneling matrix elements)
I Z lss)t 2'[ttt(ti-tt(t'))IG (t-t', )t )G„(t-t, p'„)
- exp ——I. V (t ) + 9 (f') 1 + (t - t', P )+ (f' - t, P ) + (&-L)
~
.
2 L s I. 8 ~ B
Here we have introduced Gorkov's t" and E functions. "
Equation (16) is the basic result of this paper. It is nothing more or less than the standard tunneling
theory: The analytic continuation to real times of the least-action path agrees completely with known
results. "
1.st us pause briefly to summarize what we have done. For the model defined by (1), we considered
the partition function, Z. First, we introduced additional fieMs to eliminate the interaction terms in
the Hamiltonian; second, we integrated out the individual electron variables; third, we were able to
reduce the multiple functional integral to a single one over the phase difference by noting that large
bulk energies determine the magnitude of the order parameter and the phase voltage relation. " The
result is an effective action for the tunnel junction.
Equation (16) contains the nonlinear quasiparticle resistance and the frequency-dependent critical
current characteristic of the tunneling model. To make connection with simpler models in wide use,
we evaluate the first term of (16) in the normal state, and the second for zero voltage. With these
simplifying assumptions, (16) reduces to
T 'r
ttt- ttt -~ sostt(t)+2 dt s(t t')sis*'( ,'(tt(t) --tt(t )]j).-'
0 0
(17)
Here I, is the critical current, and we have dropped a y-independent constant (via 1 —cos2x =2sin x).
Further,
$2 (2gg)s (2Eg)s E(t t PI ) E( tt PB)
Within the approximation (18), a(t) is easily calculated. For t not too small, one may approximate
the densities of states by constants, to obtain
(18)
(E(&)=, —,, It I» —,h (i2~e2g t 2
with A„'=4ve'~ t' ~'N~(0)N~(0)/8 being the normal-state resistance which can be interpreted as the
shunt resistance present in many experiments. For simplicity, (19) has been calculated in the zero-
temperature limit.
We can also treat a situation in which the external current is fixed. We imagine a one-dimensional
geometry (along the x direction), the L and R superconductors occupying the regions [-I, —e] and
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[+6', +I] (6 «l). From the kinetic energy contri-
bution in (15) and the similar one for R—we
then obtain a term given by
(20)
where we have identified the total current, I
= are axe/mx(ps' ~)~ „,the phase difference y
=y~(-e) —y„(+e), and y,„,=p(-l) —qi(+l). The
last term in (20) describes the work done from
outside to keep the current I constant. It can be
dropped in the following, as well as the bulk
kinetic energy. The case of a closed loop (SQUID)
can be similarly treated, but is slightly more
complicated because the magnetic field energy
has to be included. We shall discuss these and
other details elsewhere.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated that the
partition function can be written in the form
JD'I e pL ~ ff [%]] (21)
and that the effective action (in a simplified model)
is given by
~eif[F] =
@2+ 8@ 2, T
+ 'll(p) + 2 dt dt'n(t- t') sin'(~[y(t) —p(t')]);
p p
(22)
the "potential energy" &(y) contains the contri-
butions discussed above. Our derivation gives a
microscopic justification for the method used by
Caldeira and Leggett' to calculate the zero-tem-
perature decay rate of a Josephson junction in the
presence of damping. (Their cutoff frequency is
seen to be the Fermi energy. ) Although our damp-
ing term agrees with theirs only in the approxima-
tion where the sine is replaced by its argument,
the similarities in structure will be apparent.
For example, the argument leading to the conclu-
sion that "damping decreases the decay rate"
can be easily repeated. Since we have consis-
tently included the oscillatory and damping ef-
fects of tunneling, we have illuminated the recent
controversy about frequency renormalizations. ' '
We support the procedure adopted in Ref. 1 of cal-
culating the decay rate as a function of damping
constant for fixed renormalized frequency.
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